
Base Price on the First Day of Trading 

Commencing on June 13, 2021, the base price of securities on the first day of trading will be calculated 

based on the principles described below: 

 Type of unit/type 

of security 

The price to be determined as the base price or the formula for the 

calculation of the base price 

1 New share or new 

participation unit 

The base price will be calculated as the price per unit determined in the 

auction, divided by the quantity of shares or participation units included in a 

unit 

2 Listed share or 

listed participation 

unit + new warrant 

The base price of the warrant will be calculated using the B&S model, based 

on the relevant parameters (share price, standard deviation, etc.). 

3 New share or new 

participation unit + 

new warrant 

• Where the auction closes at the minimum price per unit - the base price will 

be as set out in the company’s IPO documents (issuance prospectus or 

supplementary notice).  

• Where the auction closes above the minimum price per unit - the base price 

will be calculated using the following formula - 

The price per unit in the auction, less the economic value of the warrants, 

divided by the quantity of shares or participation units included in a unit. 

The pricing will be based on the relevant parameters (sectorial standard 

deviation in the security’s sector, etc.), using the B&S model and “goal 

seek” formula. 

4 A new warrant for a 

listed share or a 

listed participation 

unit 

The base price of the warrant will be calculated using the B&S model, based 

on the relevant parameters (share price, standard deviation, etc.). 

5 New convertible 

bond 

The base price will be calculated as the price per unit determined in the 

auction, divided by the quantity of convertible bonds included in a unit. 

6 New corporate 

bond (including 

bonds on TASE UP 

and Coco) 

The base price will be calculated as the price per unit determined in the auction, 

divided by the quantity of bonds included in a unit. 

7 New government 

bond 

The base price will be the average price determined for the bond in the 

auction. 

8 New T-bill The base price will be the average price determined for the T-bill in the 

auction. 

9 Listed bond + new 

warrant for bond 

The base price of the warrant will be calculated using the B&S model, based 

on the relevant parameters (bond price, standard deviation, etc.). 

 

  



 

 Type of unit/type 

of security 

The price to be determined as the base price or the formula for the 

calculation of the base price 

10 New bond + new 

warrant for bond 
• Where the auction closes at the minimum price per unit - the base price will 

be as set out in the company’s IPO documents (issuance prospectus or 

supplementary notice).  

• Where the auction closes above the minimum price per unit - the base price 

will be calculated using the following formula - 

The price per unit in the auction, less the economic value of the warrants, 

divided by the quantity of bonds included in a unit. The pricing will be 

based on the relevant parameters (sectorial standard deviation in the 

security’s sector, etc.), using the B&S model and “goal seek” formula. 

11 Rights No base price will be determined; however, for operational purposes, an 

opening parameter of NIS 0.01 will be set. 

12 ETF 
• Where the price per ETF unit on the first day of trading is set out in the 

prospectus - the base price will be the price per unit as set out in the 

prospectus. 

• Where the price per ETF unit on the first trading day is not set out in the 

prospectus - the base price will be calculated using the “price per unit off-

the-exchange” formula, as set out in the prospectus. 

13 High-tech fund The base price will be the price per unit as set out in the prospectus. 

14 Shares on TASE 

UP 
• If the share price was published by the company - the price as published 

by the company.  

• If a share price was not published by the company - TACT, for strictly 

operational purposes of trading, will use an opening parameter of NIS 0.01.   

15 Foreign ETFs and 

dual shares 

The trading base price will be the last price set for that security on the foreign 

Stock Exchange, multiplied by the known Representative Exchange Rate (in 

agorot) of the currency in which trading is conducted on the foreign stock 

exchange. 

 
 



 

The information stated above is presented for convenience purposes only. TASE gives 

no assurance of the integrity of the information, its update status or of its suitability for 

any specific purpose, and is not responsible for any deficiency, misstatement, error, 

omission or inaccuracy in the information, for any reason whatsoever.  

For the avoidance of doubt, it is hereby clarified that all of the aforementioned terms and 

calculations are to be interpreted and determined in accordance with the stated in the 

TASE Rules, the Regulations and the By-laws, as appropriate, and that the binding 

version is that appearing in the Hebrew version of the Rules, Regulations, and By-Laws, 

as aforesaid, and that in the event of any contradiction, the stated therein shall prevail. 

 
 


